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The program of this conceptual design competition selected two alternate sites within the 

City of Newton: one at the historic grounds of Newton City Hall (Site 1), the other - at the 

intersection of Lowell Avenue and Carriage Road across Commonwealth Avenue (Site 2).  Site 1 is 

a relatively secluded space surrounded by trees and shrubs which is preferable for quiet 

contemplation and solemn gatherings, while Site 2 is a transitory space straddling the pedestrian 

and bicycle road which is more suited for large gatherings and every day experience. 

We have no preference for either site but contend that one design cannot fit such different 

conditions. Therefore, we produced two alternate designs according to the specificity of each site. 

Nevertheless, the proposed construction materials are identical: red and white high quality 

granite for the Memorial Wall with the main inscription, gray granite for benches and quarry tiles 

for pavement set into reinforced concrete slabs.  

Although both designs are dedicated to the 8 citizens of Newton who perished during the 

terrorists’ attack on September 11, 2001, this local tragedy reflects the loss of this nation and the 

world.  Site I contains 176 tiles and Site 2 contains 228 tiles that can receive the engraving of 

donors’ names. The Site I also contains a proposed metal logo of the City of Newton. We also 

propose a secondary inscription for both sites that reads:  

 

“A circle of life broken by terror - 

another war to bear and remember.” 
 

The following estimation of the cost of construction is preliminary and not professional. 

The architect has no responsibility for its accuracy and may need a detailed professional 

estimation if and when this project may be implemented. 

The attached drawings and the text are the property of the architect and may not be 

changed, amended and used in any way without a prior consent of the architect. 

 

Anatol Zukerman, Architect, NCARB 

Archiart Associates 

17 Noble Street, Newton, MA 02465 

Telephone: 617-527-1501; e-mail: azukerman@rcn.com 

 

 

 



Cost of construction. Preliminary estimation 

 
Site I:  

1. Memorial wall: 8’x1’x4.5’, honed white and red granite. 

According to Barrington Rock of Ages Co. - $19,986, weight 6,120 lbs., delivery - $425. 

Rent a crane - $200 per 2 hours 

Total - $20,611 (uninstalled). 

2. Granite benches: 189 cu. ft. @ 7.50 per cu. ft. = $1,418 (uninstalled). 

3. Quarry tiles: 300 s.f. @ $10 per s.f.  = $3,000 (uninstalled) 

4. Concrete slab: 4” mesh reinforced @ & 87 per cu. yard = $ 1,500 (installed).* 

5. Crushed stone: $86 per cu. yard x 1.2 cu. yards = $ 130 (installed). 

6. Site preparation and landscaping: 300 s.f. @ $20 per s.f. = $6,000. 

 

Total Site I: $32,659 

 

Site II:  
1. Memorial wall: 8’x1’x4.5’, honed white and red granite. 

According to Barrington Rock of Ages Co. - $19,986, weight 6,120 lbs., delivery - $425. 

Rent a crane - $200 per 2 hours 

Total - $20,611 (uninstalled). 

2. Granite benches: two 8’x1.5’x1.5’ = 36 cu. ft @ $7.50 per cu. ft. = $270 (uninstalled). 

3. Quarry tiles: 164 s.f.  @ $10 per s.f. = $1,640 (uninstalled). 

4. Concrete slab: 4” mesh reinforced @ $87 per cu. yard = $835 (installed).* 

5. Crushed stone: $86 per cu. yard x 1.3 cu. yards = $112 ( installed). 

6. Site preparation and landscaping: 264 sf @ $20 per s.f. = $5,280. 

 

Total Site II: $28,748 

 

*For the purpose of reducing the cost of construction concrete slabs and crushed stone can be 

substituted with compacted sand. 
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